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Abstract 
If G is a Polish group, then the category of Polish G-spaces and continuous G-mappings has a 
universal object. 0 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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0. Preface 
It is known from [2] that 
Theorem 0.1 (de Vries). Let G be u separable locally compact metric group. 




In other words, there is a separable complete metric space X on which G acts con- 
tinuously, and such that for any other separable completely metrizable Y on which 
there is a continuous G action we can find a continuous T : X + Y such that for all 
II’O, .CI E X: 9 E G 
g zo = %I H g .7r(20) = 7r(5,). 
On the other hand in [ 11: 
Theorem 0.2 (Becker, Kechris). Let G be a Polish group-that is to say a separable 
topological group admitting a complete metric. Then the category of Bore1 G-maps and 
separable complete metric G-spaces has a universal object. 
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While here we unify these with: 
Theorem 0.3. Let G be a Polish group. Then the category qf continuous G-maps and 
separable complete metric G-spaces has a universal object. 
Theorem 0.1 allows the refinement that 7r be a topological embedding. This can also 
be obtained in Theorem 0.3. A further and more accidental observation is that we may 
relax the condition that G be Polish to simply being a separable metric group, and even 
in this case one has a Polish G-space that is universal for all separable metric G-spaces: 
Theorem 0.4. Let G be a separable metric group. Then there is Polish X such that: 
(i) G acts continuously on X; 
and whenever G acts continuously on some separable metric space Y we may 
find T : Y + X .so that 
(ii) n is continuous and one-to-one; 
(iii) 7r is a G-mapping, in the sense that for all g E G, y E Y (g . n(y) = ~(g . y)); 
(iv) r is open onto its image. 
1. Definitions 
Definition 1.1. A topological space is said to be Polish if it separable and it has a 
complete metric compatible with its topology. A Polish group is a topological group that 
is Polish as a space. 
Examples of Polish spaces are R, @, NN, any compact metric space, and any separable 
manifold. More generally we might be forgiven for thinking that almost all topological 
spaces are Polish. The examples of Polish groups are equally broad, counting among their 
numbers 12, ca, and more generally all separable Banach spaces, all separable Lie groups, 
and the symmetric group on the integers in the topology of pointwise convergence. When 
it becomes necessary to be specific about the topology I will write (X, 7) to denote a 
Polish space whose underlying set is X and whose topology is 7; the rest of the time 
we may as well follow the usual kind of convention and identify the Polish space with 
its underlying set. 
Definition 1.2. If G is a Polish group acting continuously on a Polish space X then we 
say the X is a Polish G-space. X is said to be a continuously universal Polish G-space 
if for any other Polish G-space Y there is a continuous G-injection n : Y + X-so 
it is one-to-one, continuous, and for all g t G, y E Y 7r(g y) = g x(y). X is a 
Bore1 universal Polish G-space if for any other Polish G-space Y we may find Bore1 
G-embedding from X to Y. 
Theorem 1.3 (Birkhoff-Kakutani). Any Polish group has a compatible right invariant 
metric-that is to say for all go, 91, h E G. d(go, 91) = d(goh, gt h). (See [3, 8.31.) 
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This only promises that there will be a right invariant metric compatible with the 
topology on G; in fact Symm(W), the infinite permutation group, is an example of a 
Polish group that does not allow a complete right invariant metric. Letting do(g, /I) = 
tQ. il)(C/(!j. II) + l)-’ we obtain from Theorem 1.3 a right invariant metric bounded 
by 1. 
Notation 1.4. Let G be a Polish group and cl a right invariant metric bounded by 1. 
Then C(G, d) is the space of all ,f : G - [O. l] such that 
V!ll. !I2 E (: l.f(i/l) - f’(9)l < 4yi. 9). 
We let G act on this space by (9 f)(!yo) = .f(go,y) for all y. ,y() E G and f E C(G, d). 
For A a set we can let L(G. d)A be the space of all f’: A + C(G. d). Here I will use 
$ as shorthand for the cumbersome f’(a)). We obtain an induced action on ,!Z(G, ~1)~ by 
taking the product of the actions on C(G, rl), so that (9 f)(a) = ~1 (fu). 
Note that this is an action, since for all JE C(G. cl)-‘. (I E A. g. /I, go E G we have 
(s/t) fa(Y0) = .fa(gogfj) = h fu(lloY) = !/ (h. fa)(YO). 
C( G. d) has a natural topology obtained by viewing it as a closed subspace of [0, 11” 
in the product topology, and this in turn gives us a product topology on C(G. ~1)~. Both 
these spaces are compact by Tychonov’s theorem, and in the case that A is countable 
they are separable, hence Polish. It is easily seen that the actions described above are 
then continuous, and so C(G, c/)- is a Polish G-space. 
While this space is a Bore1 universal G-space for A countably infinite, it is known from 
[6] that in general we may find Polish G-spaces that allow no continuous embedding 
into any compact Polish G-space. The ultimate construction will consist in a carefully 
chosen subspace in a carefully chosen topology. Here we will in the end need: 
Theorem 1.5 (Classical). Let X he a Polish space md X0 c X a GA subset. Then X0 
is Polish in the relative topology (See [5].) 
2. The proof 
For the remainder of this section let G be a Polish group, let d be a right invariant 
metric compatible with its topology, and let Go be a countable dense subgroup of G. 
In what follows Q<’ will denote the set of all finite sequences of rationals, and if 
,? E ,Q<PJ and (I E Q, then sq will denote the sequence of length one greater than S, 
extending s, and finishing with q as its final value-so that if s = (q(,. ql . q,l) then 
.sq= (q0.q I...., qn.q). 
Definition 2.1. Let X be the set of it C(G. Cr)‘G<’ such that: 
( 1) for all s E QcN, ~10 E Go. n.m.~ W. qo,ql.qz E Qn(O.l), E E Qn(O.1). if 
0 < qi & E < 1 for i = 0. 1~ 2, and if t = sqoqlq#nrr then 
f+(!Io) < cl1 - E v .f.,(go) < qo + E; 
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(2) for all s E Q<‘, go E GO, n!m E N> qo,ql, q2 E Q n (0, I), E E Q n (0, 11, if 
0 < qi * E < 1 for i = 0, l! 2, and if u = sqoqlq21mn7 t = sqoqlq2Omn, then 
.fzL(go) 3 q2 + E v .ft(go) 3 41 - E; 
(3) for all s E Q<‘: go E Go? qo E Qn (0, l), E E Qn (0, l), if .A(ga) < qo then 
there is q2: q1 E Q, g1 E Go, n,m E N with 0 < q2 < q1 < qo < 1: d(gu,gi) < E, 
and for u = sqoql q2 1 mn 
fu(Sl) < q2. 
X is a subset of C(G,d)Q” which we will shortly equip with a rather different 
topology. On the other hand the action on X will be as described at Notation 1.4. In 
order for this to make sense: 
Lemma 2.2. X is G-invariant. 
Proof. We show this piecemeal, starting at (I), then (2), then (3). For these first two it 
suffices to see that (1) and (2) hold for all go E G, not just go E Go. 
(1) Fix s E Q<‘, go E G, n,m E W, qo, qi,qz E Q n (0, I), E E Q n (0, l), with 
O<qi-fc< 1 fori=0,1,2,andfort=sqaqiq20mn 
.ft(go) 3 41 - E. 
Choose 6 E Q+> ha E Go with d(go, ho) < 6, 0 < qi k (E + 6) < 1 for j = 0, 1,2. 
Then we obtain that ft(ha) > q1 - (E + 5), so f3 (ho) 6 qo + E + 6, by (l), and hence 
&(ga) 6 qo + E + 26. Letting S tend to zero we have fS(ga) < qo + E. 
(2) For s E Q<‘, go E G: n,m E Ni: qo,q1,q2 E Q n (0, l), E E Q n (0, l), u = 
sqoqlq21mn with 0 < qt *E < 1, i = 0, 1,2, with 
f21(go) < q2 + E. 
Now choosing ha in Go with d(go, ho) < 6; 0 < qi 31 (E + 6) < 1 for j = 0, 1,2 we 
obtain essentially the same outcome as before in virtue of (2) from Definition 2.1. 
(3) Fix go E G, E, qo E (0,l) n Q, and suppose &(ga) < qo. Choose 6 E Q n (0, &/3) 
SO that fS(ga) + 6 < qo. It suffices to show that there is an open neighbourhood of group 
elements gi that satisfy the conclusion of (3) for go and some fixed m, n, ql, q2. 
Take ho E Go with d(ga, ha) < 6. Then f,(ho) < qo, so we may find hi E Go with 
d(ho, hi) < 6 and m, R, 41, q2 so that for u = sqoq1q2lmn we have 
fU(hl) < q2. 
Then we may fix S < S so that 
_fU(hl) < 42 - 8. 
Then for all gl with d(gi,hi) < 8 we have f,U(gi) < q2 and d(go,gl) < d(go,ho) + 
d(ho, hl) + d(hi, gi) < 6 + 6 + 6 < E, as required. 0 
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Definition 2.3. of the topology on X: We take as a subbasis for the topology r all sets 
of the form {f’: &((sa) < 90) for ga E Go. qo E Q. s E QcN. 
So at once 7 is second countable and G acts continuously on (X, r). Note that by 
the Megrelishvili result-to the effect that there may be no compact universal Polish 
G-space-X cannot in general be a universal space in the product topology obtained 
from C(G, d)Q”‘. 
Lemma 2.4. (X. T) is Hausdotjf 
Proof. Fix f: z E X with f# z. Without loss of generality there is some s E QcN. q() t 
Q, 90 E Go. E E Qf with 
.fs (90 f < (lo < 40 + 2E < h,s (go) % 0 < QIt, It E < 1. 
Then find gI E Go. q2.qI E Q. m. n as indicated by Definition 2.1(3), so that for 
t = sqoq1 q2Omn,, 11 = sy0q1 q2 1 Inn, 
.fll(9l) < 92, :. .IT(Yl) 2 41. 
by Definition 2.1(2). On the other hand for 6 < E sufficiently small ht(gl ) < ql - h by 
(1). Then 
(I& kL(.9l) < (12) and {k kt(gl) < (rl} 
are our disjoint open sets. 0 
Lemma 2.5. (X. T) is regular: 
Proof. It suffices to show that if 0 is a subbasic open set and g E 0 then there is open 
u C c? with I; E U and U, the closure of U, included in 0. 
so suppose i E (7 = {f’ E X: .fi(go) < @o) for some go E Go. q. E Q n (0,l). 
Then choose qo E Q n (0. Qo) and E E Q such that /r,S(gn) < q. < q. + 2~ < @ and 
90 i E E Q n (0. 1). By (3) we find gt E Go and 91. q2. t. 71 as before with 
491 i go) < E. hlL(,9l) < q2. 
Then for small S < E 
6 E (5 .$iSl) < q2) c (5 .ft(sr) 3 (II - 6). 
which is closed and in turn included in 
(5 .fs(a) 6 40 + s} c {f f,~(,YO) < yo + 2E) c 0. 
as required. n 
(_U, r) is a regular, second countable, Hausdorff, and so is metrizable by Urysohn. 
Definition 2.6. Let da be some metric for (X, 7) and let X be the Cauchy completion 
of (X.cla). For each s E Q<‘. go E Go, qo E Q, let c?(s,go,q~) be an open set in X 
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such that (3(s,g0: q0) n X = {fi &(g0) < qo} n X. Let I? be a countable basis for X, 
and for each U E g fix (CJ7”(si:gi, q”))iE~ open such that 
U n X = U CP(?. gz, Q) n X. 
ZEN 
Definition 2.7. Let X0 c _? be the set of all LC E X such that 
(4) for all s E QCw. go E GO, n7vL E N, qo:ql,qz E Qn(O, 1): E E Qn(0, l)! 0 E 
Q+,ifO<qiiE< 1 fori=OT1,2,andift=sq0qtqzOmnthen 
z E C?(t, go: q1 - E) v z E O(s, go, qo + E + 6); 
(5) for all s E QCw. ,go E Go, n, rrr E W, 40; ql> q2 E Q n (0, I), E E Q n (0, I), if 
0 < qi 5 E < 1 for 1: = 0, 1,2, and if u = sqoql q2 lmrl then 
+ E O(u, 903 q2 + E)) v + g C3(t;go, qi - E)); 
(6) for all s E Q<‘! g0 E GO, qo E QI(0, l), E E Qn(0. l), if Ic E c?(s,g0, qo) then 
there is q2:ql E Q, gl E GO, n> m E N with 0 < q2 < ye < q. < 1. d(go,g,) < 
E, and for u = sqoqlqzl~rrm 
z E c?(%gl.q?); 
(7) for all s E QCw, gO.gi E Go, q. E Q n (O,l), E E Q n (0, I), if d(g0,gI) < E 
then 
5 E q%go,qo) =+- z E c3(s.gl,qo +E); 
which in particular implies 
(8) for all s E QCw! go E GO> qo < ql E Q n (0; l), 
5 E c?(s, 90: 40) + z E O(s. go. q,); 
we also further require that 
(9) WJ E E(x E u =S 3(x E OU(s”: gz, 4%))); 
(10) for all 3 E QCw, ~OEGO, qoNn(O.l) 3q1 EQ~(O.L), 
-7: E Ws,go;qo) + 91 < 40 A z E O(s,go,41). 
Lemma 2.8. X0 is Gg in 2. 
Proof. In any metric space the closed sets are Gg, and thus all finite Boolean combina- 
tions of open sets are G6; each of (4)-( 10) corresponds to a countable intersection of Gn 
sets, and is therefore Gg. 0 
Notation 2.9. For z E X0 let p E C(G0. d) be given by 
f,“(g0) = inf {q0 E Q n (0, 1): z E c3(s,g0,qo)} for g0 E Go and s E QCN 
Since GO is dense, this extends canonically to a function F E L(G, CE) by (7) above. 
Lemma 2.10. .x’ E X0 =+ .p E X. 
Proof. As before, (7) gives that by f’r E C(G, ~1)‘~’ and .I’ t-, ,j”’ is well-defined. From 
(8) and ( 10) we have that for all s E Q<‘. go E GO 
.I‘ E qs, go: 90) @ f,:‘(go) < 90. 
And then Definition 2.1(l) follows from Definition 2.7(4) and letting 6 + 0. (2) from 
(5), and (3) from (6). 0 
On the other hand it is immediate that 
Lemma 2.11. X c X0. 
Lemma 2.12. X is a Polish G-space. 
Proof. First observe that z E X0 implies L = ,p by (9), since if :I: E U, then there will 
be some i with ~1: E 0c’(s’,gL,9z) c U, and hence p E O”(s’.gL,qi) c U. 
Now the lemma follows by Lemmas 2.11, 2.10, Theorem 1 S, and the definition 
of z. 0 
Our work will be over once we now verify: 
Lemma 2.13. Let Y be a Polish G-space. Then there is a continuous G-embedding 
r : Y + X; moreover; we may choose r to be open to its image, in the sense that if 
U c Y is open the there is open 0 c X such that U = {y E Y: T(?J) E O}. 
Proof. Let B = (On)nt~ be a countable basis. For y E Y we now define f,! uniformly 
in !J by induction on the length of s. 
Case (i). For s = (7~) some 7t t N. we let f,Y(g”) = inf{d(lc;.g): ggo y E O,,} 
for all go E G, y E Y for which this infimum is defined; if G g n O,, = 0 then let 
.f!(!/, = 1. 
Case (ii). Suppose s E Q<“, and suppose that 0 C Y is open and such that f,t(go) = 
inf{n’( 1 c;, 9): g.90 y E 0} for all y E Y and go E G for which the infimum is defined 
(and = 1 when undefined), and suppose that t = ,sq~~qly~Omn. 11, = sqoq1 y2 l?rm for 
some 92. q1 3 qo E Q. rn, n E N. 
Case (iia). Suppose that qo < qI < q2 and 
(I 1) 0,,, c U{g. 0: d( lc.!/-‘) < Q}, and that for all z E Y3 g.h E G, 
d(1c.g) <qI +q:A!j.^ E 0,) A Cl(lc,h) < 91 3 h 2 E o,,,. 
Then let: 
fy(90) = inf{d(lc:,g): gg(). y E Y \ O,,,} when defined 
(= 1 when the infinum is not defined). 
ft(go) = inf{d( lc;, g): ggo ?J E 0,} when defined (= 1 when not defined). 
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Case (iib). Otherwise just let fF(ge) = 0 and f,“(go) = 1, all y, go. 
Case (iii). For s not covered by the above cases, just let f,Y(ge) = 0 all y, go 
Claim I. For all y E Y, f,f E L(G, d). 
Proof. This follows by the fact that every f,” is either a constant function, in which case 
it is trivial, or has the form f,“(ga) = inf{d( lG, g): gga y E 0}, when for go, g1 with 
d(go, gr ) < 6, and d( lo, g) < q with ggo y E 0 witnessing f,“(go) < q, we have 
41c,gog;‘) < 6, 
d(lc,g) = 4gog~‘>ggog;‘) < 4, 
by right invariance, so that 
41CLggog;‘) < 6 + 9, ggog;‘g, Y = 990. Y E 0 
witnesses f,$(gl) < q + 6, as required. 0 
Claim II. For all y E Y, p satisfies Definition 2.1(l). 
Proof. We check this for each s E Q <‘; it is trivial except when we are in case (iia) 
above, so suppose that 
f,“(go) = inf {d(l G>g): ggO’!/ E o} 
for all go E G, t = sqoq1q20mn, some q2 < ql < qo E Q, m, n E W, 
O,, c u(g.0: d(lc,g-‘) < qo} =,~f IV, and 
ft”(s0) =inf{d(lG,g): ggO.vEY\Om}. 
Then if ff(go) 3 q1 --E some E E Q n (0, 41) it follows that in particular go.y E 0m c W, 
and hence f,“(ga) < qo < q. + E. 0 
Claim III. For all y E Y, p satisfies Dejinition 2.1(2). 
Proof. Again suppose s E CJCN, 0 c Y, f/(go) = inf{d( 1 G, g): ggo . y E 0) for 
all go E G, t = .sqoqlqzOmrz, u = sqoq1q21mn for some q2 < q1 < qo E Q, rn: n E 
W, qj L!Z E E (0,l) n Q for j = 0, 1,2, and that 0, O,, and 0, are as described at (11) 
frOmCaSe(iia).Iff,Y(go) < q2+E < qi+q2 thenfixg withd(lG,g) < qlSq2, ggo.o,, 
and then note by (11) that for all h with d( 1~. h) < q1 we must have hgo y E O,,, and 
so f/(ga) > q1 > ql - E by definition of fi. 
In the other cases Definition 2.1(2) is immediate. 0 
Claim IV. For all y E Y, fi satisfies Dejinition 2.1(3). 
Proof. So suppose that 0 c Y is an open set, s E QCn, and that for all y and 
90, .f,“(go) = inf{d(l G,g): ggo y E 0) and that E E Q+, go E G, y E Y, qo E 
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Q n (0, 1) with f,“(gu) < qo we need to find suitable ql, q2. t, ZL, and g, E Go with 
.f.$‘(g1) < q2 and d(go,gI) < E. Let 
w=U{q.o: d(lc,g-‘1 <Qn} 
and by the regularity of the space choose basic open 0, c W such that go . y E O,, 
and D,,, C W. By the continuity of the action we may find W5 c O,, U c G both 
open so that 
(12) 1 G E u. g” ’ y E w”, u WO c o,,,., 
and then further open 0, c K;,, Vu c U so that 
(13) lc E uo, go. y E on, uo On c wn. 
Then choose b E Q n (0, qo) so that for all g E G 
(14) d(lG,g)<6V$(lG:g-‘)<SjgEUo. 
Then we choose q2, q1 E Q so that 0 < q2 < (11 < 612 < qo. We will be happy once we 
see that t = sqoql q20nur, and II = sqoql q2 lrr~ satisfy (11). 
But if z E Y> g E G, d( 1G, g) < q? + qI < 6 and g z E O,,, then we may take 
zo = g . z, and note that by (14) g-’ E Uo, and then by (13) z = g-’ z. E WO, 
and so for all h E G with d( 1 c;. h) < q1 < 6 we must have h . z E 0, by (14) 
and (12)-all as required for (11). So f/(go) = inf{d( lG.g): ggo y E Y \ O,}, 
f,Y(go) = inf(d(1G.g): gga . y E 0,} because we are in case (iia). Since go. y E 0,, 
we get f,“(go) = 0 < q2, which means we may fulfill (3) by taking go = gi. 0 
Claim V. y H .p is a G-map. 
Proof. Fix s E QCN so that .f.!(go) = inf{d(lG,g): gg0. y E 0} all y. go. Then fix 
.y E Y and h,, go E G. 
,f,h’“(ga) = inf { d( 1 G, g): gg0 (h . ‘ii) E o} 
=inf{d(lG,g): g(g&) .Y E O} 
= f,Y(goh) = h f,“(yo). 0 
Since (On)lLE~ is a basis for Y, y H f’J is one to one. By continuity of the G-action, 
the map is continuous and open onto its image. 0 
So in other words: 
Theorem 2.14. y’ G is a Polish group, then there is a continuously universal Polish 
G-space. 
In the course of the proof we only used that G is a separable metric group to construct 
X, and for a given Y we only need that it is separable metric G-space for the existence 
of a continuous G-embedding n : Y --j X. 
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3. Concrete spaces 
The proof of Theorem 2.14 is abstract, showing us little more than the conclusion, 
and does not seem to give a G-space which is easy to understand. It is worth noting that 
that in specific cases one can obtain far more concrete universal spaces. 
The de Vries result gives that for G locally compact we may take L2(G x G) as 
our universal space. In general the Becker-Kechris construction gives a space only very 
marginally more satisfying than X from Section 2, but in the case of G = Symm(N)- 
the group of all permutations of W with the topology of pointwise convergence-one 
obtains a universal Bore1 G-space that is natural from the model theoretic perspective of 
[4]. For each n, let X,, = 2N”” be the space of all functions from N”, the set of all length 
n sequences of positive integers, to (0, l}, with the discrete topology on (0, l} and the 
induced product topology on on X,; we then let Symm(N) act on X, by shift, so that 
forfEX,, s= (Ici,/~~ . . . . IcrL) EN”, 
g . f(s) = f (g-’ (h 1,. . g-‘&L,). 
We then obtain a universal Symm(W)-space by taking nInEW X,. This space, however, 
cannot be universal in the sense of continuous maps since it is a totally disconnected 
space. 
Given the failure of Section 2 to provide a natural continuously universal Polish G- 
space we might ask for a better proof. Here I would imagine that any proof sufficing for 
all Polish groups is necessarily somewhat abstract and uninformative. Instead it might 
be more promising to look for natural continuously universal spaces only with specific 
Polish groups-such as Symm(N), or U,, the unitary group of 12, or Al,, the group of 
all measure preserving transformations of the unit interval, and so on. 
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